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Hi Rideau Speedeaus,
 
With the executive's permission, I have prepared the following for the club's benefit.  Please read 
and understand.
This applies to both new and experienced swimmers alike.
 
Coach Danny Finch
 
 
Masters Swimming Workout Etiquette - Danny Finch
 
Intro:
Practices are a lot more fun when you share the lane with a gang of your closest swimming 
friends.  However, more is not always the merrier if you aren't synchronizing lane activities and 
sharing the responsibility to swim safely.  There are nationally accepted rules of engagement that 
control lane etiquette in the name of safety and fun.
 
Start:
o Arrive early.
o Begin the workout together!
o Swim the program that's posted.  If you feel it should be modified, ask the coach, and then 
ensure all swimmers in the lane are aware.
 
Choosing a lane:
o Pick a lane that matches your pace or level.
o Move up or down a lane to adjust to the workout and balance the number of swimmers per lane.
o Ask the coach if you are unsure in which lane you should swim.

Circles:
o The lanes are numbered from 1 to 8 from right to left; even lanes swim up the left.

 o Odd lanes swim up the right.
o Swim around the black line on the bottom, not on it.  You can swim on the black line if you are 
cautiously passing someone.
o Know where you and your lane mates are in the lane.  
o Stay as close to the lane ropes as possible.

Leaders:
o The fastest person for the set should lead.
o They must understand the set, pace time and check that the pace time is appropriate for 
everyone.
o Share the lead among the swimmers when possible.
o Leaders must be able to see/use the pace clock appropriately.
o Consistently faster swimmers should either lengthen their swims (e.g. 450 instead of 400) or 
change lanes.  
 
Followers:
o Leave 5-10 sec. between swimmers when starting.  Change your order if you are catching up to 
the one in front.
o Make personal adjustments to keep the lane synchronized to reflect individual strengths and 
weaknesses.  Some examples:  Slower swimmers should either shorten their swims (e.g. 
350 instead of a 400) or change lanes.   Being able to lead a pull set may not mean that you are 



able to lead a kick set.

Passing:
o Touch the slower swimmer's foot once, and only once!

 o The slower swimmer moves over mid-length (if the lanes are wide enough) or stops at the wall 
(off to the side and away from the push-off zone)
o The faster swimmer passes with caution.
o Be aware of who’s around you – most crashes happen because one (or both) swimmers aren’t 
paying attention.

Turns:
 o Move (cheat) towards the other side of lane and push off straight (this is the push-off zone).

 
Finishes:
o If you have stopped, keep the ends of the lane clear to allow continuing swimmers space to finish 
and/or turn (avoid being in the way of turning swimmers by staying out of the push-off zone).

Butterfly:
o If you are doing full stroke and sharing a lane with others, avoid hitting them by doing one arm for 
a stroke or two as you go by.

Breaks:
o If you come late, do 2-4 lengths of frontrcrawl, and then rejoin the warm-up or set in progress.
o If you take a break, rejoin the set in progress - don't start where you left off.
 
General:
o Talk problems out so that they don't reoccur. 
o Introduce newcomers to the lane methodologies in a positive manner.
o Keep a healthy, team-oriented attitude within the lane.  


